Shaping the next part of the journey:
Bentley Motors and Graf von Faber-Castell to launch exclusive new collection of
writing instruments.
Stein (September 2019) – a unique partnership is continuing its journey: Bentley Motors and
Graf von Faber-Castell will reveal their new series for the “Graf von Faber-Castell for Bentley”
collection this autumn. A passion for unrivalled craftsmanship and unmistakable design unite
these two brands and by embodying the focus that both companies place on using exquisite
natural materials, these new writing instruments of individually grained ebony combine a
design that is as incomparable as it is functional.
Timeless elegance that is distinctive and highly individual: when pristine elements such as
wood are crafted using sophisticated techniques, the resulting design holds a special allure.
And it is, above all, such precision-crafted sustainable veneers in the interior of a Bentley that
give them their highly individual aesthetic. Graf von Faber-Castell shares these values with its
British partner: The maker of luxury writing instruments, located in Stein by Nürnberg, has
always placed great emphasis on artistic workmanship and select natural materials. For this
reason, precious woods play a prominent role, as their grain makes for a unique design and
haptic. This is what gives the pen its unmistakeable look and feel.
The fountain pen, rollerball pen and ballpoint pen in the new “Graf von Faber-Castell for
Bentley” series, available from 1 September, all guarantee an exceptional writing experience.
The barrel of the pens are made of sable black ebony – one of the most opulent and hardest
of precious woods in the world – and are meticulously crafted by Graf von Faber-Castell. The
metal parts on all of the writing instruments are platinum plated. The fountain pens also feature
an 18-carat gold magnum nib. Its iridium tip delivers a smooth and refined writing experience
and to ensure each nib is of outstanding quality, every single one is individually “run in” by
hand. Producing a showpiece of this calibre requires the passion for precision and technical
know-how of a master craftsman. It takes over one hundred steps, most of which are
completed by hand, until the nib finally achieves the perfect balance of hardness, tension and
elasticity. This is why writing with this exclusive fountain pen is such an inimitable experience.
The dynamic styling of these pens is finished with Bentley’s iconic design elements: the cap is
embellished with the signature knurling and Bentley “B”, while the front and end pieces are
decorated with filigree knurled rings with the world-famous Bentley diamond pattern.

The partnership between the German luxury brand and the British luxury car maker began in
2018. Since then a limited edition collection celebrating Bentley’s 100th anniversary has been
launched in addition to the initial jointly developed series of writing instruments. The new “Graf
von Faber-Castell for Bentley” ebony series will be available from 1 September. The series
features a fountain pen (18-carat magnum bicolour gold nib in M, F, EF, B) for EUR 1,190;
rollerball pen for EUR 780; and twist ballpoint pen for EUR 680. All pens come with their own
elegant gift box.
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BENTLEY
Bentley Motors is the world’s most popular luxury car brand. The company’s Design, Research
& Development departments as well as the production centre for the four main model lines the
Continental, Flying Spur, Bentayga and Mulsanne are located at its headquarters in Crewe
(UK). The combination of skills built up over generations, a high level of engineering expertise
and the latest technology make this British luxury car brand unique. Bentley is renowned for
the exceptional quality of its products and sets the stand for “Handmade in England”.
Celebrating its 100th anniversary this year, the company employs some 4,000 people at
Crewe.
GRAF VON FABER-CASTELL
Founded in 1761, Faber-Castell is one of the most renowned manufacturers of high-quality
writing and drawing instruments worldwide. Since 1993, the Graf von Faber-Castell luxury
brand has been applying traditional craftsmanship and sophisticated design to ever new design
and cooperation ideas, making it a perfect match with the equally style-conscious and
innovative spirit of Bentley.
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